
End link Install Instructions

Thank you for choosing our product, Please before attempting installation yourself, make sure the car is 

properly supported and you posses the proper skill set to complete the task.

If not, have the end links installed by a professional .

Tools Required

Metric Wrench Set, Metric Socket Set, Allen keys, Jack and two frame stands, or ramps.

1. Safely jack one end of the car up.

2. Remember lube is you friend, spray down existing hardware.

3. Unbolt the existing hardware, the stock bolts are 14mm.

4. Install GNP endlinks, put in the top bolt with appropriate washers. Loosely attach nut.

*Wagons Front* The small bolt is the lower one.

08-15 The Twisted  Re-use the bottom bolt, with supplied spacers.

 

5. Lower the car to the ground and install bottom bolt.

* I some times cheat this with the jack a very little bit to get the bolt through*

* Always tighten bolts when the car is on the ground or ramps*  

The endlinks should be straight up and down (perpendicular) to the ground when installed and the car is on

the ground.

You may need the use of the supplied washers, or spacers to achieve this.

6. After the end links are aligned properly, tighten the 17mm bolts , starting with the upper connection. 

7. Lower the car and install the bottom bolt with appropriate washers and tighten.

8. Go for a test drive

9. Inspect endlinks and re-tighten if necessary.

   *After 100 kms inspect and re-tighten if necessary*

If there are any issues, please contact me and will do our best to correct the issue.

Thanks

Mike

This product will enhance the performance of the car and change the handling dynamics. Always drive according to local laws. Some 

modifications are not recommended or permitted, you are responsible for the legality and safety of the vehicle you modify with these 

components.



Washer placement without spacer. The sway bar will be connected between the large and small washers.

This product will enhance the performance of the car and change the handling dynamics. Always drive according to local laws. Some 

modifications are not recommended or permitted, you are responsible for the legality and safety of the vehicle you modify with these 

components.



Washer placement with spacer.(Large washer could be added if needed between spacer and bushing)

Sway bar would connect between spacer and small washer.

This product will enhance the performance of the car and change the handling dynamics. Always drive according to local laws. Some 

modifications are not recommended or permitted, you are responsible for the legality and safety of the vehicle you modify with these 

components.


